You are making a vegetable stir fry and have already added eggplant and broccoli. What two vegetables could you add to complete the rainbow?

You are making a fruit smoothie and have already added kiwi and strawberries. What two fruits could you add to complete the rainbow?

To use this wild card: Name the color you would like to change to AND a fruit of that color to include in a meal at breakfast.

You are making a fruit salad and have already added watermelon and pears. What two fruits could you add to complete the rainbow?

You are making a garden salad and have already added lettuce and carrots. What two vegetables could you add to complete the rainbow?

To use this wild card: Name the color you would like to change to AND a fruit of that color to include in a meal at dinner.
To use this wild card:
Name the color you would like to change to AND a fruit of that color to include in a meal at lunch.

To use this wild card:
Name the color you would like to change to AND a fruit of that color you could eat as a snack.

To use this wild card:
Name the color you would like to change to AND a vegetable of that color to include in a meal at breakfast.

To use this wild card:
Name the color you would like to change to AND a vegetable of that color to include in a meal at lunch.

To use this wild card:
Name the color you would like to change to AND a vegetable of that color you could eat as a snack.

To use this wild card:
Name the color you would like to change to AND a vegetable of that color to include in a meal at dinner.